Two Dreams by Kronman, Anthony Townsend
TRIBUTES
In Memoriam: Robert A. Burt
Robert A. Burt was a member of the Yale Law School Class of 1964, a Note and
Comment Editor for Volume 73 of the Yale Law Journal, and a member of
the Yale faculty for thirty-nine years. To honor Professor Burt, the Journal is
proud to print this collection of Tributes to his life, career, and legacy. Unless
otherwise noted, each Tribute is adapted from remarks delivered at Professor




The week after Bo died, I dreamt about him twice. The first dream was
very short. The second was longer and picked up where the first one left off. I
can't recall ever having had two continuous dreams of this kind before. But I
felt a tremendous excitement when the second dream began. That's because
the first dream was the start of a conversation with Bo and I had another
question I was desperate to ask. Describing one's dreams in public carries
obvious risks. But I know that Bo, of all people, would have wanted me to go
on.
The first dream, as I say, was a short one. I was standing in a room with
some other people. I looked over and there was Bo. He seemed tired as one
might after a long trip. He was covered with a fine white dust. I remember
thinking, "He must have been walking on a long, dry road." "Are you back?" I
asked, and Bo replied, "Only for a while." And that was it.
In my second dream, I was in the same room and Bo was there again, but
this time the dream lasted long enough for me to get an answer to the question
I was burning to ask. I wanted Bo to tell me what it's like to be dead. He
looked at me and said, "You wouldn't believe how many people are there." He
seemed surprised to have discovered this, but not disheartened. If anything, he
looked pleased to have found so many companions in death. After I woke I
reflected that perhaps this was because Bo had already met some with whom
he could continue the conversation that was for him the highest if always
imperfect expression of life. And that made me think of Socrates's concluding
speech in Plato's Apology, which Bo and I had taught years before and discussed
countless times since. After being sentenced to death, Socrates remained
strangely calm. How could a man facing death be so serene? Sensing the
anxiety especially of his friends, Socrates explained that if death isn't a
dreamless sleep (which wouldn't be so bad, he said, after the tempests of life),
then all his predecessors-all the great thinkers and poets of the past-would
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be there waiting for him and what joy it would be to ask them the questions
that had gotten him into such trouble while he was alive! The astonishment
with which Bo reported his discovery that so many people were already dead
made me think, on waking, that in my dream Bo had become Socrates himself,
which to those of us who knew and loved him will not seem an implausible
confusion.
But that wasn't all. I had one last question to ask and Bo's answer caused
me to laugh so loudly that I woke myself up, which I also don't remember ever
happening before. I asked Bo if God was among the dead. Was He there too in
the land of the un-living? Now that is a very serious question. Bo looked at me
and his eyes grew wide with astonishment and he said, "Yes He is, God is there
too, and the most amazing thing is, He turns out to be a pudgy twenty-six-
year-old kid from Israel. Who would have guessed?" And then Bo was gone
and I'd shaken myself awake with laughter.
More than my other colleagues and friends -or perhaps I should say more
openly and with less embarrassment, for we are all, in some way and at some
level, concerned with these things - Bo was preoccupied with death and God.
He wrote a book about each. But in truth everything he wrote on every topic
reflected his preoccupation with these two. This gave his writing and teaching
a theological cast that made Bo a very special citizen of that small but resolutely
secular republic we call the Yale Law School, to which he was devoted heart
and soul.
I want first to say a word about Bo's preoccupation with death.
Bo was not afraid of death, or at least no more afraid of it than you or I. But
it was always on his mind because he understood that it is death that gives life
its urgency and depth. Everything we do means what it does and has the value
it possesses only because it unfolds in a mortal frame which, could it be erased,
would drain our lives of all their point and purpose. Keeping death in mind
was for Bo the only way of keeping life in mind and of properly honoring the
dumbfounding fact that we are in the world at all, for a time, surrounded by
others like ourselves with whom we can converse about our strange condition
and perhaps, if we are lucky enough to have interlocutors like Bo, to come to
see how strange it is, like the prisoners in Plato's Cave whose journey to the
truth begins with the discovery that the shadow-life they have been living, in a
thoughtless stupor, is as baffling and wonderful as anything can be. Socrates
calls this discovery a "turning about of the soul." Bo's fearless insistence on the
death-in-life that shadows and hallows even those moments that seem furthest
removed from mortal concerns made him a Socrates among us-affectionate,
interested, devoted to his friends and colleagues and students and to the
worldly business of our School, yet in Nietzsche's words, "ten thousand feet
beyond man and time." Bo's preoccupation with death reminded us of how




I want next to say something about Bo's devotion to the idea of
conversation. This wasn't explicit in the content of my dreams, like the ideas of
death and God. But it was exemplified by their conversational form. Nothing
was more important to Bo than the give and take of talking. For him talk was,
in a manner of speaking, the middle term between death and God. Or to
change the image, it was the hinge on which his thinking about these other
topics turned.
Talk may seem a weak word to describe a high ideal unless we understand
it in the sense of Freud's "talking cure." This was the original inspiration for
Bo's vision of the nature of the encounter between two human beings who
have suspended the ordinary demands of life, and the asymmetries of power
that always attend them, for the sake of an inquiry into their common
condition as thinking, speaking, fearing, hoping, loving, needing, and mortal
beings. Conversations of this sort are the rarest thing on earth. Yet only they
can illuminate, even for a moment, the true circumstances of our existence as
the distracted cave dwellers that Plato describes. They create the only space in
which we ever discover the real extent of our freedom and manage to sustain,
for however short a time, the honesty to face the shocking fact that we are
dying. That we can only do this in the company of another whose predicament
is the same as ours, is the root of the spirit of solidarity that alone makes such
honesty possible. In this sense, the liberating power of talk, as Bo understood
it, is essentially egalitarian, and its perennial enemy is the brutal assertion, by
one of those involved, of a superior power to command or confine the other,
for every such demand obliterates the space of that elemental conversation in
which the truth about us comes to light. Bo was not a fool. He knew perfectly
well that the maintenance of our human world depends in countless ways on
the exercise of unequal power. But he insisted that these "realities" be
measured against and tempered by the ideal of a conversation among equals
from whose vantage point we are able, briefly at least, to survey this world
itself and the strange but exalted condition of those living in it - to see what we
are accustomed to call our humanity, but rarely pause to examine or admire. It
was by this ideal that Bo first measured the relation between doctor and
patient, then that of judge to litigant, and finally, in his last book, the relation
of man to God.
Which brings me back to my dream.
Those who say that God is dead, and mean by this that we ought to dismiss
all talk of eternity and salvation as childish prattle, express a view distant from
Bo's own. Bo did not believe in an afterlife in the conventional sense. He did
not believe in a heaven beyond the world. But he did believe that there is more
to the world than we shall ever know and more in one another than we shall
ever love as well as we might. The knowledge that this is so defined, for Bo, the
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horizon of all human striving -one we can never reach yet without which our
finite pursuits would have a lesser value for us and perhaps none at all.
For Bo there is no God opposed to man, with whom we shall come face to
face at the end of days. But there is a divinity in our humanity and an eternity
in our peculiar way of dying-anxiously, yet mindful of truths and moved by
loves that time cannot erase or corrupt. The belief that this is so is the heart of
Bo's humanistic theology. It is a theology as remote, on the one side, from the
conversation-stopping idea of an all-powerful God who dictates our affairs
from afar, as it is on the other from the shallow belief that we could excise all
talk of God from our human conversations and still be who we are. It is the
theology that underwrites the one fundamental moral injunction that Bo
repeated over and over again. "Don't interrupt the conversation. Let it
continue. Let it go on forever, though none of us can pursue it forever, because
only 'forever' would be long enough to reach the end we human talkers seek."
In his last book on the tribulations of Job, Bo holds the God of Abraham to
this humanistic ideal. To some, perhaps, this will seem a reduction-a
lowering of God to our level. But I see it in a different light. I see the
conversation that Bo imagines between Job and God as the final and highest
expression of his conception of the divinity that is in us already-as an
elevation of the human being, not, of course, to a position of omnipotence, but
to one of enhanced responsibility for the kind of talk that alone has the power
to put us in touch with the seriousness of life, which springs from the fact that
there is more to life than life itself can contain.
I think this is what Bo meant when he told me, at the end of my second
dream, that God was there too, in the land of the dead, and that He turned out
to be just a pudgy kid from Israel. He said this not to belittle God but (I
thought, on waking) to humanize him instead. "God is just like us!" That is
what Bo was telling me. Or rather, "We pudgy kids, with our fleshy and mortal
infirmities, we're all just like God! We're divine already-as much and as little
as any God can be." When Bo left me for the last time, at the end of my second
dream, I felt with absolute assurance that he wanted me to know that he had
found a God with whom he could talk as an equal, forever, in a heaven that
looks just like earth -because it is the earth, uninterrupted. I feel confident that
this was the meaning of my dream because it was the message of Bo's life.





A Tribute to My Friend, Professor Robert A. Burt
"Please call me Bo." With those words, spoken some twenty years ago, I
was invited into what turned out to be the beginning of a beautiful friendship,
with no apologies to Humphrey Bogart and Claude Rains in Casablanca.
Our friendship, between an Italo-Canadian originally from British
Columbia and an American Jew from Maryland, grew into one of special
significance for each of us, both professionally and personally. For our meeting
each other, I thank the Yale Global Constitutionalism Seminar and Deans
Kronman, Koh, and Post, as well as Professors Paul Gewirtz, Owen Fiss, Bruce
Ackerman, Jed Rubenfeld, Judith Resnik, and all others who have inspired,
organized, and led what has become the English-speaking world's leading
gathering on constitutional issues.
Despite different national, ethnic, religious, geographic, and educational
backgrounds, I was amazed at how much Bo and I had in common, obviously
through the connection of the law, but I believe more importantly through our
similar values - and maybe similar imperfections in our makeup, which drew
us closer for collective self-defense! Of course, Bo and I were greatly fortunate
to have our spouses Linda and Nancy a part of our circle, as they made up for
some of those imperfections and significantly increased the average intelligence
of our group.
Bo Burt was so extraordinary that, in these few minutes, I cannot
adequately give an accurate portrait of him, or even summarize all that I feel
and admire about him. As a result, what I have are some reflections that I have
chosen from a treasure chest of rich memories that I shall cherish forever. If I
repeat in some ways what others have said, I apologize. (As you may know,
Canadians are well known for two things: hockey and apologies. So that is my
required apology.) The truth is, it was difficult to prepare these remarks, and I
find it even more difficult to deliver them.
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Throughout the years of the Constitutionalism Seminar, Bo and I had
many contacts on various issues, many of which were coming before me as a
judge but were also central to Bo's many interests. Our contact and
relationship increased considerably when he suggested that we co-teach an
intensive course on topics in U.S. and Canadian constitutional law. I jumped at
the opportunity, but as I was retired from the bench and had not taught
regularly for some years, I was somewhat apprehensive.
Now we all know there are sayings about situations in which you get to
know someone better, such as travelling or living with him or her. (Learning
what the person does with the toothpaste cap comes to mind.) I would add co-
teaching to the list of experiences that provide a closer understanding of
someone. I certainly got to know how good Bo really was through co-teaching.
Lucid, learned, and committed to teaching and his students, he spun his magic
not just on our students but also on me. I believe the seminar was successful -
that is not an arrogant self-assessment because the credit for its success goes to
Bo. Of course, he said that the success was due to the remarkable students at
the Yale Law School. And there is no doubt about the quality of the superb
students Yale attracts and for which Yale is rightly famous and envied. From
my experience, it is easy to see that there is not a great intellectual gap between
those who are in front of the Yale classroom and those in the student
audience - arguably the narrowest gap of any law school in the world.
To mention a small example of the outstanding talent of the students, a few
years ago Bo taught a first-year small group in constitutional law, having not
taught the basic course for a number of years. Again he asked me to participate.
It was amazing, if not unheard of, that Bo inserted our comparative course
materials into the first year after the students had only five or six weeks of
studying law. However, the students handled the challenge with ease.
All this is to say that the teaching collaboration with Bo made for one of the
most exciting and enjoyable experiences I have had in more than fifty-five years
in the law. For that I owe Bo a psychic debt that is priceless and irrepayable.
In order to describe Bo as teacher or scholar accurately I believe we must
begin with the human being. He was blessed with a most impressive intellect;
an insatiable appetite for knowledge and understanding; a gift for
communicating and writing; a moral and principled compass that, if
patentable, would be a best seller; a fascination with the human condition; and
a passion for justice. Of course I leave out much when one thinks, for example,
of his work ethic that is reminiscent of those who are brought up as though the
Great Depression was still going on, or his balance of confidence in his ability,
which was tempered by humility and modesty for his many accomplishments




A TRIBUTE TO MY FRIEND, PROFESSOR ROBERT A. BURT
I wish to refer to the manuscript Bo was working on just prior to his
passing. The title he chose was Our Constitutional Ideal; his first draft, which he
sent to me in late July, had With Liberty and Justice for All as its title. Bo
admitted he had taken on a huge challenge because of his concern over the
variety of perspectives he discussed, including American social history,
psychoanalytic premises of legal regulation, idiosyncratic readings of legal
texts, classical philosophy, and so on, sprinkled with personal life experiences
that I encouraged because they were chosen to illuminate his analysis and
normative proposals. He was very sensitive with respect to the inclusion of his
personal accounts because Bo never wanted his work to be about him but
rather about his mission for the betterment of society through law and justice.
In typical candour, when Bo sent me his draft he wrote: "I'd love to hear
your response to all this, but if you choose to read it, you must be full frank,
that is highly critical if that's where you are led. See you soon."
Unfortunately, we never saw each other again. But fortunately, after I read
the manuscript, we had a long, exciting, and stimulating conversation about
his draft, which I shall never forget. The conversation was his last gift to me
since he died some ten days later.
Like so much of his scholarship, the manuscript demonstrates Bo's eclectic
interests and understanding of subjects beyond the narrow confines of laws as
rules. And here we come to Bo's legal transformation and persona, which he
writes about in the first chapter of his manuscript. Bo studied law initially at
Oxford, and states two years later he couldn't understand why he did so,
saying and I quote:
The subject seemed artificial to me, finger exercises in which real people
were converted into lifeless puppets who were rational and 'reasonable'
or were required to act and think reasonably by exerting will power,
though everyone I knew (especially including myself) was struggling
with confusion, irrationality, unreasonableness.
Those sentiments changed, Bo continues, when he enrolled at the Yale Law
School in September 1962, and found a different conception of law from
perhaps a surprising source: the course in family law. Bo discusses the aims of
the course and praises its eminent instructors Joseph Goldstein and Jay Katz,
and in a most elegant passage describes not only the beginning of a different
approach to understanding and studying law but also the goal of his
manuscript:
I found a beginning path toward a richer, more deeply rooted and
humane reading of law in those [family law] materials -a path I have
followed for more than 50 years in my career as a lawyer and law
teacher. My goal in this book is to describe this path- to set out the
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social, psychological and morally principled premises which I have
come to understand as the predicates for a conception of law that aims
toward the cultivation of empathy between people in social conflict
with one another.
Bo's study at Yale also triggered a profound passion for the Yale Law
School which grew over the years. Bo was initially inspired by Goldstein, a
lawyer, political scientist, and lay psychoanalyst, and Katz, a psychiatrist and
psychoanalyst. They kept asking Bo and his fellow students the same question
many times about a claim for financial support by a wife in the context of the
state marriage law; that question was: What's going on here?
That question was one that Bo asked in his teaching and research in so
many fields of human interaction. That question took Bo on his amazing
journey into psychiatry, psychology, neuroscience, medical science, health law,
philosophy, history, religion, and ethics. And he was not a superficial
sojourner-he studied and invested heavily in what, for him, were cognate
disciplines to the law to get a better understanding of "what's going on" and
the impact on the individual and society.
Bo's book manuscript in short is a triumphant valedictory of his
extraordinary efforts through his scholarship and teaching to gain a richer,
fuller understanding of the law and the role of legal actors in our society.
Bo left us far too soon. He was snatched from us, and we mourn our loss.
But like you, I celebrate his friendship. I find solace and grace in my huge
bundle of memories, and I thank him profoundly for his inspiration to me and
countless others. And most importantly, as John Donne reminds us: unlike
everything else, only love has no decay, so my love for Bo lives on.
And when I think of his professional career and his example and legacy that
also will go on, a story comes to mind. I heard this story decades ago, when
Nancy and I were living in New York and attending Plymouth Church of the
Pilgrims in Brooklyn Heights, this being the Church of Henry Ward Beecher,
the great abolitionist of the nineteenth century. I mention that because Bo
would have appreciated the provenance of my hearing this story. In his
sermon, our then-Minister told us about three workers and a passerby. The
passerby asked one worker what he was doing, and he replied he was making
five dollars a day. The passerby asked a second worker the same question, and
he answered, "I'm cutting stone." Finally, the passerby asked the third
worker, who responded: "I'm building a cathedral." Bo Burt was building a
magnificent cathedral, which was a quest for justice for all through a constant
search for an increased understanding of the human and other issues involved
and of the consequences for individuals and society. What a noble mission,




Insider, Outsider, Robert A. Burt
My aim here today is to give you a sense of Professor Robert A. Burt - of
what he was like as a friend and as a mentor. I'd like to do justice to his role in
my life, and in the lives of many others. For Bo, as his friends called him, was
my uncle - my father's brother - but he was also so much more than that. He
was someone who listened to my ideas, my worries, and my often
unpredictable career plans (as with any good Yale Law student), always with
deep concern. Always with patience. Always with the same sense of humanity
for which Bo was so well known.
How to speak about a relationship, an experience, that can't adequately be
placed into words? How to convey to you the sense I had, sitting in the worn,
comfortable couch in his office just minutes after my first time being cold-
called in Contracts class? How I -shaky and uncertain of my place in the law
school -was instantly comforted by his perspective, by his advice?
The truth is that I can't. Ever since Bo died on August 3, swimming in his
favorite pond, I have felt the pervading sense that language is inadequate to
express my grief as I mourn Bo's passing here today. The Bo that I knew is
gone. Words simply cannot do justice to the memories and the legacy he left
behind.
And so what I'd like to do instead is to talk about Bo in the context of our
family's story. And I'd like to suggest how this story might have shaped aspects
of his work and his outlook on the world. For the more I think about Bo, his
life, and his work, the more I think about the importance of our shared history.
That story really begins with Bo's grandmother and my great-
grandmother, Anna, the moment she stood on American soil for the first time.
This was in 1909, on Ellis Island, in the immigrations processing line. She was
about fifteen years old. An orphan. She came alone to this country from the
Ukraine. She was young, with no prospects, no family here. From the
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government's perspective, she was an undesirable. And so she was rejected,
sent back across the ocean she had just traveled.
And yet she persevered.
A few years later, she returned to America, standing in the same customs
line on Ellis Island. Still without prospects, but slightly older. The second time
she made it through. A few years after that, she married Louis Burt, Bo's
grandfather and my great-grandfather, a dirt-poor peddler who sold vegetables
on the streets of Philadelphia in a cardboard box, first on his own two feet and
later, after much struggle, with the help of a horse and cart. Anna and Louis
teetered on the edge of poverty. Louis supported his widowed mother, four
siblings, Anna, and himself on the scraps he'd collect selling vegetables. In the
evenings, Louis would pour pennies and nickels from that day's labor onto the
counter, divvying up the meager proceeds for the next day's food.
Anna's was the life of an outsider. A true outcast. Not at home in Europe.
Never truly at home here in the United States. My great-grandparents and
their extended family -and soon their children -lived as extremely poor Jews
in Philadelphia, without plumbing, without comfort.
This was the world my grandfather, Bo's father, was born into, and the one
that helped shape his understanding of this country-and Bo's understanding
as well. It was a world in which Jews, by and large, lived near the bottom rungs
of society, and in which the struggle wasn't simply to fit in as "Americans" - if
even such a thing was possible -but simply to seek economic stability. To own
a home. Compared to the type of dreams that are fostered here in the Yale Law
School, these were extremely modest ambitions.
And then came Bo.
Bo was the oldest of all of Anna Burt's grandchildren, and the pressures of
succeeding, of achieving, and of breaking into American society were high.
Growing up in the 1940s and 195os, Bo was really the first in the family to have
the opportunity to perform in this country at the highest level. His acceptance
into Princeton in 1956 marked a turning point, one that signaled that the
topmost rungs of society were not cut off from Anna Burt's grandchildren.
But Bo's experience at Princeton, and indeed, throughout much of his life,
was that of someone forced to contend with his belonging. It was at Princeton
where Bo first encountered anti-Semitism; he was excluded from the
prestigious eating clubs because he was Jewish. It was at Princeton where Bo
took part in the quota system, which restricted the number of Jews that could
be admitted to the university (similar quota systems existed at a number of the
Ivy League schools at the time).
And what I'd like to suggest is that the role that Bo held as the oldest of
Anna's grandchildren helped to shape both his outlook and his intellectual
endeavors. As an insider, as a Yale Law School professor for nearly 40 years -
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here in this institution that births presidents, Supreme Court justices, and
senators-Bo understood the way power works in our society, and he was at
home here. And yet he also understood what it meant to be an outsider, deep in
his bones.
I believe he learned this from, among others, Anna Burt, the ultimate
outcast. The orphan. The fifteen-year-old immigrant. His grandmother.
And so in Bo's scholarship-from his first book, aptly entitled Taking Care
of Strangers, to his wrestling with authority structures in the Bible, in Into the
Whirlwind, his last book-what defined Bo's intellectual pursuits was a
dedication to the outsider, to the questioning of authority, to seeing the
medical profession, for example, through the patient's eyes, and to seeing
injustice through the eyes of the oppressed.
I want to suggest that much of Bo's humanity, the kind that all of us saw in
his warmth, in his caring, and in his intellect, he learned from the story of his
family, of our family.
But I'd also like to suggest a paradox here.
For the fact is that all of us are outsiders. We live in a country defined by
successive waves of mass immigration. Our founders were immigrants, many
arriving on American shores to flee persecution in the Old World. As Bo
himself once wrote, "There is no social role of assimilated insider for anyone
[in America]; there is no such reliable, unquestionably secure status in
American social life."
To focus on outsider status in American society, then, is to perform two
simultaneous endeavors. The first is to undertake an exercise in empathy, in
looking at the world through the eyes of the overlooked, the forgotten, just as
Bo did. But it is also to admit that there really is no such a thing as an insider in
American life. That we, as Americans, everyone is this room, are all outsiders.
We all hail, in one way or another, from outcasts.
What Bo's example teaches me, then, is the same lesson I learned from him
in our countless discussions. It is that to understand our role in American
society-as Jews, as Catholics, as atheists, as anything-is also to reaffirm our
commitment to equality, to the very tenets underlying our Constitution. Bo
took these lessons to heart in his scholarship, in his ideals, and in his teaching.
I'd like to close by highlighting exactly these values, but by using Bo's own
words, uttered when, after a 2014 lecture, he was asked what it means to be a
professor. In his response you'll hear the same commitment to equality, the
same empathy, and the same values that have won him so many friends and
devotees around the world. Bo explained:
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If you're a professor, at its heart, it means you're a teacher ... And the
most important quality as a teacher is respect for students and
engagement with students, and a basic view that his or her role is to
bring you to the other side of the podium. You start with the professor
presumably knowing a lot and you knowing a little bit. But the
important thing is for the professor, in my view, to say that, by the time
we're done here, this status difference between us is gone. . . . We are
equals. Maybe you are younger than me. But we are equals.'
Bo lived his life striving towards equality, in the classroom and beyond.
And if he could send all of us a message today, I think he'd tell us, with a smirk
on his lips and a deep seriousness in his eyes, "We have much work left to do."
Bo, may you rest in peace.
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Collected Works of Robert A. Burt
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